Internal and External
Internal

Latin – inter ‘between or among’ therefore not really ‘inside’
So we get international, interactive, intervene etc
Intra is Latin for in, inside – intravenous, intra-cellular, (introverted?)
(I thought interr in terra, bury in the ground, might really fit but no, it’s different)
External

Latin – externus ‘outside, outside of’ has no apparent idea of between
or among – it’s definite
So we get externalise, externalism but not much else

Divine aspect
The Divine such as it is in itself does not have an internal and an external (no possible
diagram!)
It simply is – I like to think about the isness business.
Jehovah – Yehowah – I am that that I am – Being.
The Divine does not send out, extend, have dual aspects, produce.
It is and it manifests – it creates and it is absolutely in (between and among’) what it
creates
This is sometimes hard for us, being finite
So the phrase the Divine Human is helpful – or the Divine in what is human or able to be
known by human beings.
Examples of the DH would include creation, the incarnation, the Word, the human form,
the processes of the human mind etc.
The Divine is in them and because of that they are as they are.
Human aspect
For us, being finite, we have the appearance of an internal and an external
This is not us being lesser – it is a Divine provision (perhaps to stop us going mad!)
Forms of our internal and external appearance
Spirit and body – notice though how some things bridge between the two
Feelings and thoughts relationship
Awareness of being and living internally and being and living externally
How external activity (like sex) can be a carrying through from internal to external
The teaching is that both of them connect or interrelate (see top…)
An internal needs an external
An external needs an internal
A mere internal creates incompleteness such as abstraction
A mere external creates a meaningless form or action
When they are one, they are divine! The Divine is Divine Humanly present
When they are hypocritical they are an infernal internal. The Divine is present but…

